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In 2012, Cheryl and Arthur joined a Church group for a pilgrimage 
to the Holy Land.  During this period (29 Sep to 20 Oct), they took 
advantage of the opportunity to also visit neighbouring countries 

such as Jordan, where the main attraction was the ancient 
Nabataean city of Petra; and Egypt, where they enjoyed a cruise 
on the River Nile.



Photo, preceding page - The 
Church of the Visitation at Ein 
Kerem

The maps show some of the 
major towns we visited 
during our trip.
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The trip began with an 
overnight stopover at 
Dubai, which allowed us 
to take a four-hour tour 
of the city and view 
buildings like the Burj 
Khalifa, tallest in the 
world, as well as other 
renowned luxury towers 
like the Burj Al Arab 
(right); we also visited 
the gold and spice souks 
in the old quarter.

Dubai
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The following day, we flew to Amman, Jordan 
and embarked on the long drive to Petra, a 
fantastic ancient city carved into rock,which 
turned out to be a major highlight of our trip.

JORDAN

Petra

Pictured here is Al-Khazneh (the Treasury).



The Bab as-Siq 
is a broad path 
that leads to the 
narrow gorge 
preceding Petra.

One of the first 
monuments seen 
here is the Obelisk 
Tomb and below it, 
the Bab as-Siq 
Triclinium, a 
chamber for sacred 
feasts honouring 
the dead.



The main entrance to 
Petra is through the Siq, 
the narrow gorge which 
winds for over a 
kilometre and leads 
directly to Al Khazneh. 



A well-eroded bas-relief of a 
man and his camel, seen on 
the walk through the Siq.
Running under the camel’s 
belly is one of the irrigation 
channels that serviced the 
city of Petra.
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During the Exodus, Moses and the 
Israelites passed through the Petra area.   
Local tradition says that the spring at 
Wadi Musa (Valley of Moses), just 
outside Petra, is the place where Moses 
struck the rock and brought forth water.

Moses’ Spring, Wadi Musa

Shepherd with flock, seen on the way to Madaba.
Water from this spring was channelled 
into Petra.
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St George’s Church, Madaba
The Madaba Mosaic Map is part of a 
floor mosaic in the early Byzantine 
church of St George.  It is a map of the 
Middle East, and part of it contains the 
oldest surviving cartographic depiction 
of the Holy Land and Jerusalem.  It 
dates back to the 6th century AD.
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Top left, St George’s 
Church; the other two 
photos were taken at 
the Jordan Centre for 
Craft, near Mt Nebo.
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This is the view that Moses had of the Promised 
Land from Mt Nebo.  Unfortunately, God did not 
allow him to proceed to this “land of milk and 
honey” and he died on Mt Nebo. 

Below right, Cheryl giving a reading at the Church 
on Mt Nebo.  Top left, the Brazen Serpent 
monument.
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Above, farm workers in Jordan, seen just 
before we crossed into Israel via the the King 
Hussein or Allenby Bridge border crossing.

Our first stop in Israel was Nazareth.   The 
photo on the right shows the Basilica of the 
Annunciation in that city.

Below, Orthodox Jews at a bus stop.

ISRAEL
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The Basilica was built over Mary's 
parents' house, where she was visited 
by the Archangel Gabriel who 
announced that she would bear a child 
for God.

Basilica of the Annunciation
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Church of St Gabriel, Nazareth

This is the Orthodox counterpart to the Basilica 
of the Annunciation seen in previous pages.

According to Orthodox tradition, it was while
 she was out fetching water that the Virgin Mary 
first received the news from Gabriel that she 
would bear the Saviour.

This Church is located over the spring that fed 
Mary’s Well, the place from which Mary fetched 
water for her household.

Pomegranate is one of the seven species of fruit 
and grain with which Israel is blessed, as 
mentioned in the Book of Deuteronomy.

The others are dates, olives, figs, wheat, barley 
and grapes.

Picture below shows a pomegranate juice stall.  
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Mt Tabor, with the Church of the Transfiguration 
built on its peak. It is believed this is the site 
where, in the presence of 3 of his disciples, 
Jesus was transfigured and spoke with Moses 
and Elijah.
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Above left,  lunch at a kibbutz garden restaurant; above, Banias Spring (one 
of the three sources of the Jordan River) with Pan's cave at the rear; left, 
Caesarea Philippi, the ruins of an ancient Roman city at the base of Mt 
Hermon, mentioned in the Gospels of Matthew and Mark as the place where 
Jesus declared Peter to be the Rock on which he would build his Church.
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The preceding page shows us sailing 
on the Sea of Galilee.  Top left is the 
Church of the Beatitudes and the 
other photos show the Church of the 
Multiplication of the Loaves and 
Fishes at Tabgha, a town on the edge 
of the Sea.

The Sea of Galilee

Under the altar is the sacred 
stone venerated as the the 
rock on which Jesus blessed 
and broke the bread and fish 
for the multitude on the hill.
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Church of the Primacy of St Peter

This church, on the shore of the Sea of 
Galilee, contains a projection of limestone 
rock in front of the present altar which is 
venerated as a "Mensa Christi", Latin for 
table of Christ. 

Jesus is said to have appeared here for the 
third time to his Apostles after his 
resurrection.

Left, statue of St Peter at Capernaum.

They then ate breakfast together at the 
“Mensa Christi”, after which Jesus 
appointed Simon Peter to the office of the 
Primacy with the words “Feed my lambs, 
…feed my sheep”.
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Capernaum
The apostles Peter and Andrew lived 
in Capernaum and Jesus made it his 
base for most of his ministry.  It was 
one of the three cities cursed by 
Jesus for its lack of faith.

This photo was taken at the ruins of 
the Synagogue where he preached.



The Yardenit Baptismal Site is 
located along the Jordan River 
and is the traditional site in 
Israel for baptism by 
submersion.

The actual site of Jesus’ 
baptism by John the Baptist is 
in Jordan.



This church was built to commemorate the first 
recorded miracle of Jesus where he changed water 
into wine for wedding guests in the village of Cana.

The service we attended here surprised us by 
including a renewal of marriage vows for the 
couples in our group.

Cana Wedding Church
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Left, the Baha’i Garden, supposedly based on the Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon, sits on the slopes of Mt Carmel in 
Haifa on the Mediterranean coast.  Above, Statue of Elijah 
slaying the forces of Jezebel, at a Carmelite monastery at 
Muhraka on Mt Carmel.

Haifa
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View of the Valley of 
Armageddon, from 
Muhraka



Remains of an ancient Roman aqueduct at 
Caesarea Maritima, a city beside the 
Mediterranean Sea built by Herod the 
Great.
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Sunrise over Bethlehem



Bethlehem
St Catherine’s Church, a Catholic church 
adjoining the Greek Church of the Nativity 
which is built over the site of the manger where 
Jesus was born.



A service at an 
underground crypt of the 
Greek Orthodox Church of 
the Nativity; below right, 
the grounds of the church 
at Shepherds’ Field.
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Above, the Dominus Flevit Church 
(where Jesus wept over the fate of 
Jerusalem); a Jewish cemetery below; 
and Cheryl walking the Palm Sunday 
route.

Mount of Olives
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At the foot of the Mount of 
Olives are the Garden of 
Gethsemane and the Church of 
All Nations (below), also known 
as the Basilica of the Agony in 
the Garden.

This Basilica contains the bedrock (right) on which 
Jesus is believed to have prayed at and sweated 
blood on before his arrest.
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Jerusalem, viewed from 
the Mount of Olives
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We entered Old Jerusalem via Herod’s Gate (left), one of eight 
gates allowing access through the old wall, and went through the 
narrow streets for the Via Dolorosa (Way of the Cross).

Jerusalem

The ninth gate is closed, awaiting the return of the Messiah.
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We made our way through the Stations 
of the Cross, amidst people going 
about their daily lives, up to the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre.

The Way of the Cross
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At left is the Stone of Anointing and, above and below, the 
Place of Crucifixion.  Here pilgrims queue to venerate the 
hole where the cross was planted.

Church of the Holy Sepulchre
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The Church of the Visitation 
at Ein Kerem commemorates 
the visit of Mary to her cousin 
Elizabeth, when Jesus “leapt 
in her womb”.

Jesus’ Tomb 
at the Church 
of the Holy 
Sepulchre

Mary’s Spring, on 
the walk up the 
hill  to the Church 
of the Visitation.
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Situated on Mt Zion, it is believed 
that this was the spot, near the 
site of the Last Supper, where the 
Blessed Virgin Mary died, or “fell 
into eternal sleep”, thus giving 
the original monastery its name.

Dormition Abbey
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Also on Mt Zion, is a representation of the Coenaculum, or Cenacle, 
the “Upper Room” where Jesus and his disciples ate the Last Supper 
and where the Holy Spirit descended on Mary and the Apostles 
gathered together at Pentecost.  It was built by the Crusaders on 
what is believed to be the original site.

The St Peter in Gallicantu Church is also nearby (right).
This church is built on the site of the palace of high priest Caiphas, 
where Jesus was brought to captivity after his arrest.   Its name 
(Gallicantu, means the cock's crow) is given after the story of Peter's 
triple denial of Christ and the cock crowing twice.
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Left, entering 
Jerusalem via the 
Lions Gate.

Near this Gate is the 
Church of St Anne 
(mother of Mary) - 
seen in the photo on 
the right.  Beneath 
the Church is a cave 
or grotto said to be 
the birthplace of 
Mary.

Next to St Anne’s is 
the Pool of Bethesda 
(below) where Jesus 
cured the crippled 
man on a Sabbath.
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The Wailing Wall in 
Jerusalem; below, St 
Lazarus’ Church in 
Bethany
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Street Scenes in 
Jericho

The Mount of 
Temptation, on 
the outskirts of 
Jericho.
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Qumran
Photo on the left shows the cave where the 
Dead Sea Scrolls were found; a replica of one 
of the pages of the Scroll was displayed at a 
local museum.

The Dead Sea is in the photo at bottom right, 
with the Golan Heights in the distance.  There 
are also archaeological digs in progress here.
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Leaving Israel, we travelled through the Sinai Peninsula 
to the town of St Catherine, passing a Crusader Fort at 
the Gulf of Aqaba (right), and visiting the monastery at St 
Catherine (bottom left).  The other photos show the 
Morgenland Hotel where we stayed, and our dress-up 
Bedouin night there.

St Catherine is in the foohtills of Mt Sinai, where Moses 
received the Ten Commandments.

Sinai Peninsula

EGYPT
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Desert landscape, 
Sinai Peninsula



Cairo

After a long drive from St Catherine, 
we arrived in Cairo and visited the 
Pyramids and the Sphinx at Giza, 
before flying to Luxor to commence 
our cruise down the River Nile.
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Luxor
Photos on these two pages show our visit 
to the Karnak Temple in Luxor.  This is a 
vast temple complex dedicated primarily 
to Amun, a local deity,  and dating from 
as early as 2000 BC. It is an impressive 
sight, and second only to the Great 
Pyramids in popularity.
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Luxor was also the city where we boarded 
our ship, the Crown Jewel, for our cruise 
down the Nile.
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Before sailing, though, we 
visited the other great temple 
here - Luxor Temple.

This temple is also dedicated 
to Amun, a creator god often 
fused with the sun-god Ra into 
Amun-Ra.
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Life on the banks of 
the Nile, as seen from 
the Crown Jewel.
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This Temple is located beneath these imposing 
cliffs at Deir el Bahari on the west bank of the Nile 
near the Valley of the Kings.   While we did visit the 
Valley of the Kings, unfortunately photography was 
not allowed there.

Temple of Hatshepsut
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The Colossi of Memnon, near the Temple of Hatshepsut, are 
two massive stone statues of Pharaoh Amenhotep III.  Built 
3,400 years ago, they have stood guard at the entrance to 
Amenhotep's memorial temple, which has long since been 
destroyed by the Nile floods.



At Edfu, 60 km north of Aswan, we 
took a horse carriage ride to the 
Temple dedicated to the Falcon 
God Horus
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Edfu Temple
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Aswan
Our Nile Cruise ended 
at Aswan, where we 
took a trip to Lake 
Nasser and the Aswan 
High Dam.

Whilst there, a boat 
ride took us to the 
Philae Temple, which 
had been relocated 
from its original site to 
avoid being flooded by 
the creation of Lake 
Nasser.
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From our hotel, the 
Movenpick situated on 
Elephantine Island off 
Aswan, we took a 
felucca sail boat ride on 
the Nile, visiting the 
Botanical Garden on 
Kitchener Island before 
sunset.
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A flight to Abu Simbel from Aswan fulfilled Arthur’s long held desire to visit this Temple 
dedicated to Ramesses II, ever since he had read about its rescue from the rising waters of 
Lake Nasser in Life magazine in 1965.  This was a memorable end to our journey.




